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Shippabo brings greater transparency, collaboration, and actionable data to
shipping and logistics — so businesses can have better predictability and oversee
their supply chain from anywhere, at any time, and on their terms. 

Our Mission

We are a team of shippers, logistics consultants, and technologists creating the
change we want to see in an industry that can benefit from modernization. We had
experienced the frustrations of shipping at scale firsthand. We saw an opportunity
and built a technology platform based on our own lived experience, one that
empowers businesses to work smarter and thrive. 

Our Team

Shipping has always been a complicated business. With Shippabo, it couldn’t be
simpler. Our cloud-based platform and team of consultants help you optimize
your supply chain and get your shipments from dock to door.

How We Help 

As a supply chain management solution and shipping service, Shippabo is here to
help your business optimize its supply chain and thrive during peak shipping season.
Having the right plans and processes in place is one thing, but having the right tools
is quite another. With decades of industry experience, we are bringing freight
forwarding into the future. With Shippabo, we can be your one-stop-shop solution.  

For importers that want efficient
freight forwarding, predictable costs,
and real-time visibility on shipments
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Accumulate real-time data on your shipment location and track shipments by product ID,
name, or purchase order — for your internal teams and suppliers.

Leverage Real-Time Insights

Bring everyone in your supply chain onto the same page with in-shipment messaging, and
document centers.

Streamline Information

Create a compliance program tailored to your company’s needs. All in one place: review
shipments entries, release statuses, duties, and exams — no more juggling siloed
systems and applications.

Automate Compliance Visibility

With Shippabo, you
can:

Pre-book shipments weeks or months in advance
Set in-distribution center date to optimize route and mode
Track shipments by product ID, name, or purchase order
Track shipment location in real-time 

Don’t let shipments slip through the cracks — track moving pieces in real-time when your
team is slammed.

Control your in-distribution center date by pre-booking shipments and managing
inventory with real-time SKU-level visibility.

Increase Visibility

Control Inventory and Improve Fulfillment Rates

Turn to your all-in-one dashboard and calendar for shipment statuses
Create customized reports on the shipment views you need
Inform future shipments with forecasting tools and trends

Optimize your supply chain with real-time data to make quick and efficient decisions. 
Leverage Actionable Data     

Use in-shipment messaging to connect quickly and easily 
Rely on auto-notifications such as scheduled reports for shipment updates  

Avoid stressful and time-sensitive mistakes. Keep your teams in touch on one unified
platform.

Centralize Collaboration
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Don’t wait for peak season to sneak up on you. Connect with our
team today for a free assessment on how you can turn your
supply chain into an operations powerhouse. 
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